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CASE STUDY 
“Thank you Mom” –  
Developing P&G’s London 2012 Olympic Games Corporate Copy 

 
Background 

P&G is the world’s largest and most profitable consumer packaged goods company.  It has built a portfolio 
of 25 billion dollar brands – each of which generates from $1 billion to more than $10 billion of sales each 
year.  This includes brands like Pampers, Gillette and Tide — which span a range of product categories and 
are household names around the world.  

 

While P&G growth has been strong in developing markets, it has been weaker in developed markets, due to 
slower market growth and declining market shares. These share declines were driven primarily by 
consumer value issues on key brands in several large categories because of price increases taken to 
recover higher commodity costs, which P&G competitors did not take, and increased promotional activity by 
competitors (source: 2012 P&G Annual Report). 

 

P&G needed to re-establish strong consumer value across its brands to help drive sales. To drive sales 
across brands and categories, P&G needed a radically new way to think about creating additional consumer 
value for its brands. 

 

P&G is a company of brands, but historically, it did not have a collective identity. Lots of powerhouse 
brands, in lots of countries, which is great, but how to leverage this strength across brands?  What if there 
were a way to turn P&G’s corporate scale and reputation into a competitive advantage? What if we could 
unite P&G’s brands and categories under a big idea and make P&G — on its own and for the first time — 
stand for something special in the hearts of billions of people worldwide? What if we could get people to buy 
P&G products because they love what the Company brand stands for and they want to buy what the 
company makes? 

 

The big idea: Organize around the consumer – mainly women – in the role they uniquely play as caregivers 
and family anchors – as mothers – in a way that has global resonance – via connection to the aspirations of 
the Olympics.  

 

To do this, P&G would be doing what it had never done before: leading with the corporate brand.  It would 
put P&G before the brands that people love and trust. For the first time ever, P&G would be targeting its 
core audience, women 18+, with a brand campaign from a company that most had never given more than a 
passing thought. 

 

For the 2010 Winter Olympic Games in Vancouver, Canada, P&G signed up to be a sponsor of the US 
Olympic Team and debuted the first Corporate campaign – ‘Thank you Mom’ with the very successful ‘Kids’ 
and ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’ ads.  Following the success of that sponsorship, P&G signed on as a full 
International Olympic Committee (IOC)”TOP” sponsor of the London 2012 Olympic Games.  
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P&G aimed to generate unprecedented incremental sales globally from its London Olympics sponsorship. 
The creative communications campaign used the Games as the platform to help deliver business results for 
the first of its kind, biggest initiative in Company history.   

 

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES 

 

Win the Olympics 

When you’re a corporate sponsor, you want to “win” the Olympics. We weren’t happy to just be there. Going 
up against trusted brands like Coca-Cola and Visa, who have sponsored the Olympics for decades, we 
knew the stakes were high.  

 

Make P&G a Love Mark 

To get women 18+ to choose P&G (and therefore P&G brands), we needed to drive corporate equity 
measures.  

 

Sales 

The most important objective was sales. P&G aimed big with an unprecedented global incremental sales 
goal from its Olympics marketing program. 
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Key Take Aways 
✦ Agility need not be exclusive to the small and simple situations: Our experience with the Olympics 

proved that no matter how big, complex or high risk the circumstances, research plans can be 
adapted to enable overall organizational agility.  The key is to be comfortable integrating existing 
and new learning in real time and to be crystal clear on what the most important risks are to 
manage.  

✦  Iterative, focused, fast cycle learning tools can lead to breakthrough results:  Historically, high 
stakes situations lead researchers to conduct exhaustive, testing heavy learning plans.  For the 
Olympics, we adopted a ‘do/learn/optimize’ approach that was laser-focused in terms of business 
questions and scope.  We learned that the approach not only enabled us to make decisions and 
develop plans faster,  but it sharpened our ability to leverage knowledge in the right ways at the 
right times – leading to stronger overall results.  

✦ In-market sense-and-respond platforms are essential in the ‘can’t wait’ world:  In today’s business 
environment, waiting until you’re sure about everything before pushing ‘go’ will result in being left 
behind by competition.  In market tracking tools enabled us to continuously manage risk and 
optimize as we acted. This approach was essential to our ability to stay on track and deliver 
breakthrough program.  

Challenges 

While the Vancouver ‘Thank You Mom’ Campaign was a proven winner in the U.S., the London program 
required globally relevant scale copy that could be applied across the 50+ markets where the program 
would be activated.  In addition, the communication objectives of the program were expansive, requiring a 
multi-layer Corporate and brand activation copy plan.  

 

The research team was tasked not only with enabling the development of globally resonant copy that was at 
least as strong as the Vancouver execution, but also with informing the creation of the optimal mix of 
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corporate anthem and promotion copy.  We had to ensure that the three layers of copy (which also included 
individual brand copy spanning 32 brands) would work effectively as a whole.  

 

Furthermore, copy had to be qualified before a traditional approach to copy optimization and qualification 
could be complete. This required the research team to develop a different approach to learning and 
managing risk which was very new to P&G.  

 

The team was faced with having to address the following key questions:  

 
✦ How would we manage risk in the right ways at the right times? 

✦ How would we ensure the program was set up for global success? 

✦ How would we enable real time risk management and program optimization in market?  
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Approach  

Historically at P&G, in business situations where the risk is high, there was a bias to test exhaustively to 
manage risk and perfect marketing elements prior to market launch.  It would be typical to leverage a stage 
gate approach to initiative management on a program as audacious as the Olympics program. It would 
have involved multiple rounds of qualitative and quantitative testing across numerous markets, involving a 
series of hurdles the program elements would have had to overcome before in-market activation.  This 
would include a process that would develop highly perfected materials and a ‘test to pass/fail’ mindset.  In 
addition, a tracking program designed to assess whether the program delivered against its stated goals 
would have been conducted. After the initiative, the business would have judged the performance of the 
program and simply applied the learning to future initiatives.  

Applying the ‘standard’ approach to the Olympics was impractical – not only because there was insufficient 
lead time prior to activation to complete the usual protocols, but because the complexity and resource 
intensity would have been prohibitive.   

Instead, P&G adopted a ‘do/learn/optimize’ approach, and right-sized and focused the learning plan with a 
new mindset around risk management.  We had to reframe our thinking in the following ways: 

From  To 

Managing ALL Risk  Managing the Real Risks 

Managing Risk Everywhere  Learning Market Mentality 

Testing to Pass/Fail  Testing to KNOW and LEARN 

Standard Qualification Criteria  Situation Adjusted Criteria 

Tracking to Assess  Tracking to Maximize Results 

 

The approach we took breaks down into three major phases as outlined below:   

Phase 1:  We began by leveraging existing knowledge and market expertise and a very small number of 
qualitative consumer engagements. The exercise was built to confirm if the insight behind the U.S. 
Vancouver “Thank You” Mom campaign was globally relevant and to identify any significant nuances in key 
markets that could impact the creative. 

Phase 2: We then moved immediately to ad execution development, leveraging early ad diagnostic 
techniques.  We integrated this learning together with in-market ad effectiveness  learning we were 
collecting virtually in parallel in early activation markets.  The objectives were to assess ad quality, 
understand whether the ads were on track to deliver versus their strategic intent and to uncover 
opportunities for optimization.  The in-market ad effectiveness tracking was done on ads that were similar in 
style and mix as what was planned for London.  Integrating the learning on how the communications model 
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was working in market with the early ad diagnostic insights enabled us to optimize the ads and hone in on 
the holistic ad mix we would pursue for the London activation.  

After optimizing the ads we moved into ad qualification, using finished ad stimulus in five lead markets.  
While the testing was designed to enable airing decisions, we approached it with a diagnostic heavy 
technique to ensure we would learn as much as possible to continue to increase our odds of success in 
market.   

Phase 3: We built a tracking program that would continue to enable us to optimize while also measuring 
performance against business goals.  In seven markets we employed standard ad tracking in addition to a 
variety of other tracking tools ranging from social media listening to sales tracking.  In two of the seven 
markets, we enhanced the tracking with real time ad effectiveness tracking .  In 15 markets, basic sales and 
ad tracking was employed.    
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Examples of How it Worked 

The highly focused do/learn optimize approach worked beautifully to facilitate the right decisions at the right 
times and enable P&G to continuously improve the London 2012 Olympics program advertising and mix all 
the way through the main activation.   

Three examples of how the approach enabled real time program optimization are shown below: 

 Key Market Equity Ad Optimization 

Insights  Optimizations 
I. Qualification testing indicated the “Best 

Job” ad was not resonating in a key 
market with indications of confusion 
and lack of personal relevance 
‐ Similar learning from earlier testing 

in another market 
II. Rapid application of targeted online quals 

revealed: 
-Local moms neither viewed 
raising children as ‘hard’ nor as 
‘work’ 

-Local moms didn’t understand 
how what they do on a daily basis 
can be perceived as the ‘best job’ 

- Talent wasn’t relatable and 
distracting 

III. Integration of qualitative insights plus 
learning from other markets enabled 
remarkable clarity on how to optimize! 

  Team applied integrated learning about 
how to minimize confusion to streamline 
the ad 

 An alternative tag line was employed 
‘Behind every athlete is a loving mom’ 
which made more sense to local moms 

 Alternate digital assets were created 
featuring local Olympic athlete/mom 
stories to illustrate the role of moms in 
the life of Olympians in a more explicit 
way 

 

1 Week turnaround from identifying the 
problem to a solution that worked! 

 

Did not re-test ad but leveraged online 
qualitative to confirm updates fixed the 
issues, saving significant time and money 
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Media Plan Mix Optimization 
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Examples of How it Worked Continued 

Individual Ad Performance Optimization 

Real Time In Market Optimization Examples
Brand X swapped their Olympic ad for another existing ad known to perform 
above the CPG norm in market 

31%

73%

23%

52%

73%

38%

General Recall Brand Linkage Brand RecallGeneral Recall Brand Linkage Brand RecallX =

Brand X Olympic Ad Performance (Strategic Target)

Brand X Olympic Ad Historical Brand X Ads

CPG Norm 
45%

CPG Norm 
64%

CPG Norm 
29%31%

52% A

73% 73%

23%

38% A

 
 

Breakthrough Results! 
✦ The do/learn/optimize approach led to increased agility, speed to market and optimization 

capability! 

‐ Ads were optimized in real time 
‐ Airing decisions were enabled at the right time 
‐ The overall media plan mix was optimized continuously 
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‐ P&G built substantial scale copy ‘know how’  

✦ Communications exceeded all expectations! 

‐ Perceptions of P&G went from cold and distant to deeply human and personal 
o P&G equity gains achieved in every market measured 

‐ P&G Olympics equity ads turned in “gold medal” performance at the Olympics 
o Strongest Olympic Sponsor ads measured 
o 40% stronger performance than Vancouver P&G Olympic ads 

‐ The program has driven a positive business impact 
o Promotional volume response from the program in the U.S. indexed as high as a 

145 versus year ago among activating brands 
o Advertising was praised by analysts after P&G reported higher Q4 results than 

expected 
‐ P&G Olympics equity ads won Cannes and Emmy awards 

✦ The experience has accelerated a shift within P&G to do/learn/optimize ad development 
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About Consumer and Market Knowledge at P&G 

P&G’s Consumer and Market Knowledge (CMK) organization makes more than five million consumer 
contacts in about 100 countries, and invests in more than 15,000 consumer research studies, every year.  
There are over 1000 global CMK professionals, employed in more than 50 countries, who deliver insights 
that drive competitive advantage in P&G’s strategies, portfolios, innovations, brands and in-market 
activities.  
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